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Dear Parents, 

 
Education is the basis of all progress. It is for this 

very reason that we forayed into education, about 

11 years over a years and a half of experience has 

taught is that progress is possible only if men and 

women are equally well educated. The entire 

purpose of education is not to restrict itself to 

imparting bookish knowledge only but to inculcate 

humanitarian values like wisdom, comparison, 

courage, humility, integrity and reliability in  

students. We, just like you, believe in holistic 

education for your child, encompassing – 

academics, co-curricular activities, sports, 

education and life skills learning. Our Endeavour is 

to strike a balance between state of art, 

infrastructure and an internationally acceptable 

education. 

At Sri Vidyalakshmi group of Institution we 

impart education that is based on conscience and 

we rear a breed of young minds that are bustling 

with self confidence, motivation and ever ready to 

take up challenges. The campus, sports and 

academic facilities all bear testimony to this effort. 

In order to promote an internationally acceptable 

education, our key focus has been on faculty 

development providing continuous teacher training 

in order to deliver real value education and 

excellence in academics. Teachers  are trained not 

only to teach well but are also expected to inspire 

confidence and trust in their students and become 

role models. Further, the school inculcates in the 

students a respect for tradition and ensure 

discipline and good manners. Sri Vidyalakshmi 

International Public School encourages students to 

learn about themselves and their constantly 

changing environment, while at the same time 

offering support and guidance as they practice 

decision making and social skills. 

With warm regards 

 

H.R.JAYARAMAIAH 
 Hon’ble Chairman 

Marching Ahead 

Our Vision and Mission 

Sri Vidyalakshmi seeks to create a challenging yet 

conductive learning environment that inspires excellence 

and encourages high performance through engagement 

of varied instructions that allows for individual 

difference and learning styles. 

We promote a safe, caring and supportive 

environment where every person can learn to respect 

from one another. We have also designed the use of 

innovative techniques to enhance life-long learning 

through technology, multiple intelligence, varied 

instructional strategies and interdisciplinary connects. 

We also promote sportsmanship and school spirit and we 

share our delivers cultural background to nurture growth 

and responsibility while at the same time celebrating our 

diversity within a positive school atmosphere. 

Philosophy : Unchanging values in changing times bring 

out the students not only intellectually well equipped but 

also enable them to become socially committed citizen. 

In fact the school epitomizes the following four core 

values that were synonyms with our chairman. 

Courage : Courage is a core value that always leads to 

accept the most challenging assignments in life, be it 

personal or professional in nature. He always believed in 

facing challenges head on and over powering them by 

his courageous mind and strong willed character. 

Compassion : The ability to reach out to serve and help 

people in need was driven by the compassion in his heart 

and the purity of mind. 

Equality : Another great value that became an integral 

part of personality was his ability to treat everyone 

equally. 

Integrity : Integrity is his uncompromising attitude to his 

belief system, his complete and inflexible commitment 

to what he believed as righteous to his commitment to 

accept challenges. 

  Hon’ble CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE 
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A message from the principal: Hello, welcome to SRI VIDYALAKSHMI GROUP OF 

INSTITUTION, It is an amalgamation of competent teachers, state of the art, infrastructure and an 

experienced and efficient administration. The school came into existence with the vision of 

creating a safe and supportive environment for its students to provide a perfect balance of 

academics, sports, artistic and social opportunities. Childhood youth and learning should be a joy 

and we strive for that. The school’s genuine concern ensures student’s emotional growth along 

with intellectual excellence. This empowers them to develop their self-esteem, self awareness and 

self confidence, sharing ideas, analyzing situations and expressing them confidently are essential 

skills which are honed here through experiential learning. 

While studying at the school, the students will be groomed to become confident articulate and 

enlightened young citizen ready to step into global society with dignity, honor and integrity. We 

believe in giving our students strong values along with a set of wings which may carry them far 

and wide. In other words our students are equipped to face the challenges of the rapidly changing 

world. We rear students who are creatively curious and strive to experiment and innovate new 

things on both academics and non-academic fronts; our pedagogy is child-centric with emphasis 

on enquiry and project-based learning. We treasure dynamism and deem that one should be well 

prepared to adapt to the global scenario and work on their learning accordingly. This is perhaps 

why we have introduced a globally advanced curriculum. Beside rigorous scholastic programmes, 

we seek to develop and nurture the different facts of a child from academic developing both, the 

mental and the physical abilities of a student where in child is able to explore his true potential. 

Beside the usual procedural teaching, we persistently upgrade and update our teaching tools and 

techniques from interactive teaching methods to a healthy teacher student relationship, we work 

around making studies as effortless as possible. Today’s India is an empowered, enlightened and 

enterprising nation, we wish to make it even more powerful with conscientious, smart and 

confident citizens who would make us proud of their multifaceted growth. 

A message from the Administrator: 
I would like to thank the almighty for the past and placing ourselves under her protection and 

guidance for the future. We have completed Thirteen years of striving, dedication, hard work and 

sincerity in our endeavor for providing equality education, Looking back on the past years, one 

has to acknowledge that Sri Vidyalakshmi International Public School has done an excellent and 

outstanding service for the cause of education in the most congenial and healthy environment. 

The concept of education has changed in a big and seemingly unmanageable way in the recent 

time, adherence to the rejection of certain practices have thrown up new challenges. Today, 

education has opened new vistas, improvement of ‘self’ remains not only a non changing factor 

but has assumed greater significance. School / College and teachers have a important role to play 

in the life of a student. He/she has to accomplish something more than imparting knowledge. SRI 

VIDYALAKSHMI GROUP OF INSTITUTION is most prestigious CBSE school in the terai belt 

which has registered under  CBSE cluster and produced excellent result in board and competitive 

examinations. SRI VIDYALAKSHMI GROUP OF INSTITUTION provides specialized and 

qualified professional counsel  for career and personality development of the students. Often 

quality workshops are organized to motivate teachers and students for better tomorrow. In our 

curriculum technology aids, powerpoint presentation, smart class room with interactive board and 

audio visual room are part and parcel of our teaching. I am glad to say that SRI 

VIDYALAKSHMI GROUP OF INSTITUTION is best equipped with all technological aids 

which our student acquire and imbibe for their bright future. Besides a wonderful infrastructure, 

the students  of SVIPS live in an era that has been greatly enriched by a dedicated teaching 

faculty, The school prides itself of a teaching staff that is totally devoted to the cause of child 

development backed with rich experience. 

SRI VIDYALAKSHMI GROUP OF INSTITUTION strives at developing future leaders who 

can lead lives in any dimension and therefore aims to factor its children in an environment where 

each child can realize its innate potential. Our motto is to strive for excellence and is the guiding 

light for the grand vision that we have for our children. 



Values to children 
*Moral education means an ethical education to follow the good and right principles of life. It 

consists of some basic principles  like. 

* Adjusting and compromising, helping mentality, Respecting Religion, Justice, Honesty. Never 

hurt anyone. Cultivate love for education, kindness and empathy, hard work and perseverance 

love  

for self, family and other, courage, gratitude, curiosity 

* This is the present scenario and it has to undergo a change as the country’s future depends on its 

children. 

Quality Based New Education policy: 
New trends in education are adopting the policy of transformation from teacher centered 
to Child centered to child inspired education’. 
We in our Institutions believe that a sense of purpose fuelled by velocity of approach will 
result in accelerated space of learning in schools as center of Excellence. Education today 
is not ‘Time-based’; it is ‘Outcome –based’. We in our Institution provide scope for 
research and developmental schemes by introducing 21st century Life skills. 

* Analytical Skills *Ability to apply Concepts 

* Solve application based problems *Comprehend and analysis written text and                                                                               

Effective - communication These skills ensure success in high order thinking skills(HOTS) 

Our unique feature is effective use of technology, implementation of e-learning involving new 

methods and techniques to enhance and transform teaching and learning process. Internet facility 

and a vast array of digital resources and content is used for this purpose. With your kind patronage 

and continued support, we are marching ahead by providing excellent infrastructure, e- learning 

by introducing Smart classes and extending equal importance to sports, yoga etc., and 

providing learning opportunities in the co-scholastic domains. 

New dimensions of the 21st Century including life skill education, Communicative approach 

in English language, participation in sports and games emphasizing the development of the 

complete person and promote excellence at all the levels of education is implemented. We 

reaffirm our commitment to do the best for your ward. We acknowledge regular feedback from 

the parents and are open for suggestions and improvement. We are premier in quality and 

standards. 

• In pursuit of excellence in the aspects we pledge to commit. 

• Prompt and accurate monitoring of parents queries. 

• Continual academic improvement for the well being of students 

• Activity approach of Learning for an all round development of pupils 

• Implementation of e-learning and providing state-of-art facility. 

• Providing best infrastructure of modern laboratories ,well equipped library, swimming pool, 

sport complex and karate, Martial arts. 

• Organizing counselling sessions. 

• Special coaching by subject experts specially for students appearing for Board Examinations. 

Sri Vidyalakshmi Kidzee : Learning Through Fun 

Unlocking the star potentials of the child Story-telling & roleplaying technique Education through   

fun filled Activities Multifaceted personality. Sri VidyalakshmiKidzee  is incubated in Sri 

Vidyalakshmi International Public School and subtly prepare the child to enjoy the childhood while 

inculcating the right educational ethical values. It is done so masterly that Sri Vidyalakshmi Kidzee 

campus  is a fun-place  where a child                           



   would love to go instead of running away from them. They offer a relaxed environment , just right                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

for stress free learning. Here education and fun go hand in hand using the latest teaching methods to 

develop the real life skills like cognitive skills, linguistic aptitude, social skills, sensory perceptions 

etc. The best part comes in the methodology part where these complex skills are developed in a 

student participative way through interesting activities like kinder music or songs, story-telling,; 

role play,  circle time and other time proved techniques. The toddlers are also encouraged to unlock 

their artistic personality  as they celebrate different festivals, participate in different type of extra- 

curricular activities like arts and craft etc. In order to take care of their comfort, the school has state 

of the art infrastructure. Grooming in their formative years makes every child come out as a healthy 

and wholesome individual with multifaceted personality. 

“Sri Vidyalakshmi Kidzee, The light of your life” 
Campus Facilities 

Well lit & spacious class rooms.  State-of- art Laboratories 

Library with huge collection of Text books, CCTV surveillance 

reference books and CD’s.  Yoga & Meditation Centre 

Sports facilities for indoor & outdoor games   In-house auditorium 

Audio-visual room   Swimming Pool 

Unique Features of Sri Vidyalakshmi: 

Scholarship for deserving meritorious students Highly experienced and competent teaching 

staff. Well planned methodology Organized, simultaneous coaching for both theory and practical 

subjects. Periodic test/exams with continuous evaluation. Need based tutoring and Stress – free 

learning thoroughly reached study material for NEET/JEE. One to one parent – student teachers 

meet.Result oriented training programmes &Individual counseling. Monitoring of attendance on a 

day to day basis. Personality development programmes & Extracurricular activities (cultural & 

sports)A healthy, safe and secure environment & Orientation programmes by efficient resource 

person & Affordable fees. 

Catching them Young to Make Winners 

Breaking away from traditional learning Balance of academics and personality traits 

Transformation to a winning leader Balance of personal and professional qualities 

“Education is an ornament in prosperity and a refuse in adversity”. 

This is the season of immense pride to share that Sri Vidyalakshmi has successfully completed a 

decade with all your kind co-operation and encouragement. 

Sri Vidyalakshmi has instilled the confidence, will power and goal settings. It is ensured that Sri 

Vidyalakshmi will be always be committed to appropriate and relevant smart learners. 

On this special occasion we congratulate our beloved parents who proved to be the active partners 

in our mission . We have a beautiful promise for our young generation of learners that Sri 

Vidyalakshmi will mould the children to be great personalities. 

Sri Vidyalakshmi would strive the best to  impart quality education with moral values and spiritual 

learning ethics. Vidyalakshmi’s vision is to serve the community with care and respect imparting 

 trust and belief. 



 
Its our privilege to say that Sri Vidyalakshmi group of Institutions has bagged with 

Several Awards during the “DECADE YEAR 2024” 

“ Life is an adventure , Success has brought 

numerous miles in front of numerous 

individuals, congrats.” 

It is a matter of immense pleasure and pride 

that Sri Vidyalakshmi group of Institution 

has succeeded in Decade by receiving 

Award for their hard working dedication 

and determination that has paved the way 

for this Award below mentioned Awards 

have been awarded to Principal, Founder 

Secretary/ Administrator 

1) Enhancing life skills and Activity Based 

Learning 2023  

 By Eldrok India K-12 Awards. 

2) THE TOP SCHOOL EDUCATOR 

AWARD OF THE 2023  

By universal Mentors Association & Brain 

Wonders 

3) THE TOP SCHOOL EDUCATORS 

AWARD-2023  

By Taylor’s University - Malesia 

4) THE PRINCIPAL IN SCHOOL 

                                           (BANGALORE)2023 By STAR  

EDUCATION AWARD -2023  

5) THE BEST INTERNATIONAL 

SCHOOL(BANGALORE)2023 By STAR 

EDUCATION AWARD 2023 

6) INDIA’S TOP DYNAMIC SCHOOL 

2023  

By India School Merit Award 23 

By Education New Network 
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30/10/2024  

Sri vidyalakshmi kidzee introduced family finger puppet theme. 

As children develop they learn best through play and supported 

by introducing puppets as a fun and interactive way for children 

to learn about different subjects and storytelling. While using this 

concept children could able to develop hand, eye, arm, finger and 

body co-ordination and can become creative and expressive. 

School dignitaries adopted this concept and had fun with the 

children. Children played role on family while puppets and sung 

beautiful rhymes and developed to share their ideas play with 

words and movements. The purpose ended with potential to 

improve language skills, creativity, social awareness and more. 

 

31/10/2023     

The national unity day has its special significance as it affirms the 

inner strength and fortitude of the nation, reminding citizen about unity, 

integrity and security. Rashtriya Ekta Diwas held in sri vidyalakshmi 

group of institution with enthusiasm and also strive hard to spread its 

message among everyone. Rashtriya Ekta Diwas in India is dedicated to 

Sardar Vallabhai Patel. A throng of activities were organized to spread 

awareness and celebrate the great day. To mark the occasion unity run 

was organized in school students along with teachers partipated 

enthusiastically in unity run spreading the message of unity. A special 

assembly was organized to commemorate the birth anniversary of Iron 

man Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. Honorable principal sir explained the 

importance of National unity day. Rashtriya Ekta diwas pledge was 

taken by all the students, principal, and teaching staff to uphold the 

unity and integrity of the nation, Session ended with the positive note  

and the spirit of “Ekta” amongst all. 

 

22/12/2023                   

 

 All schools and universities throughout the country celebrate this 

day with many educational events, including mathematical quizzes. 

And competitions to respect the legendary mathematician. The 

theme for International Day of mathematics 2023 is ‘mathematics 

for everyone’. The theme emphasizes the importance of making  

Mathematics accessible and inclusive for everyone. Sri 

Vidyalakshmi Group of institutions celebrated the brilliance of 

Srinivasa Ramanujan a mathematical prodigy whose contribution 

continues to inspire us and will keep inspiring the upcoming 

generations till the end of time. Honorable principal sir gave the 

speech on importance of celebrating mathematics day. School  had 

organized events, seminars and Competitions to promote the 

importance of mathematics in education and research.  

 

 

 
 

 

      FAMILY FINGER PUPPET 

     RASHTRIYA EKTA DIWAS 

        NATIONAL MATHEMATICS DAY 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  15/1/2024                     
 It helped the children to understand the importance of the harvest 

festival and helped to inculcate moral values like politeness, sharing 

respect towards elders and respect for nature. An art activity 

reinforced the concept and this also helped in developing fine motor 

skills. 
 

20/1/2024                                  

Sri Vidyalakshmi Group of institution celebrated an event that most of us have 

experienced and enjoyed. It is a day when the school commemorates another year 

of its existence and acknowledges the accomplishments of its students in 

academics, sports and cultural activities throughout the year. A gathering greeted 

in a big way during guest arrival invited esteemed chief guests and appreciated 

their invaluable involvement in making an event success. Dr. T.H. Anjanappa sir 

who graciously accepted invitation to join Annual day function and gave amazing 

speech on the big day, indeed glorified the event . Sri Vidyasagar. B. Kadamba a 

highly accomplished individual in the field of Kannada Sahitya  Parishat and 

district Kannada Rajyotsava awardee extended his support with esteemed 

presence and shared this momentous occasion with students and parents. 

Knowledge lamp lighting ceremony by the dignitaries. Ignited school Anthem 

and motivated students to provide an enjoyable experience for all children 

regardless of ability or culture so that they feel confident and positive about any 

contribution they make. Dances performed by the students made the stage alive, 

provided great excitement and entertainment to the audience. This event has 

added on to a great memorable moment in our lives. There is a great take away 

from the great evening and this was all possible because of Institution’s great 

support. This event was overall well organized and well themed with all the best 

people accomplished. Everyone took this opportunity as a privilege to 

congratulate the management of the school for its endless efforts. 
 

26/01/02024                                   

 The 72nd republic day was celebrated with pride and reverence at Sri 

Vidyalakshmi Group of Institution. The ceremony began with the hoisting 

of the tricolor flag accompanied by school dignitaries. Flag hoisting was 

followed by the national anthem to pay tribute to the motherland, No 

celebration is complete without making us feel proud of the fact that  

“ Saare Jaahan Se Accha Hindustan Hamara.”  
 

26/01/2024                      

Saraswati pooja is not just a religious festival. It is a celebration of Learning, 

culture, and togetherness. The entire school community Including students, 

teachers, and management made this day special with utmost energy. As it is 

said to be Maa Saraswati’s day and she is the goddess of knowledge and 

wisdom. Students and teachers offered prayers, other activities were organized 

for the day. Flowers and sweets were offered to the goddess as a part of the puja 

rituals. As saraswati pooja promotes cultural values, it also signifies the 

importance of education, music and arts. Students and teachers dressed up 

beautifully to celebrate saraswati pooja. The fragrance of flowers, the aroma of 

the burning camphor in lamps and the bright paper designs fluttering under the 

blue skies filled the school environment with peace and positivity. 

          MAKARA SANKRANTHI 

      ANNUAL DAY 

      REPUBLIC DAY 

               SARASWATHI POOJA 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

07/01/2024                                                 

Graduation day is also an occasion for their family, friends and mentors who have supported and 

encouraged them throughout their academic journey. It is a day to recognize their contributions 

and the role they have played in the graduates success. Is a time to celebrate new beginnings and 

say goodbye to everything that has given a reason to smile. Hence Sri vidyalakshmi Group of 

Institutions gave right directions to each student of Grade X to achieve their goals and allowed 

them to unleash their hidden talent and garner innumerable career opportunities. The ceremony 

was celebrated in a big way  Parents of Grade X and students were invited to the most important 

part of the day graduation ceremony started with the escorting of chief guest. School Anthem was 

sung to start the ceremony and moved towards light lamping ceremony by dignitaries. Honorable 

principal sir and respected secretary mam, and special speech given by chief guest.. Graduation 

ceremony started with Graduation roles and caps. It was indeed a joyous and memorable day for 

not only the X Grades but also a proud moment for the parents and the mentors as they witnessed 

their children receiving their X Graduation day  badging  ceremony held for upcoming students for 

the head boy and head girl position. Gathering Grade X students on the Dais section wise to light 

the flame of knowledge with “ Dakshina murte” chanting. Held oath taking pledge in the presence 

of honorable principal sir. Video vital a journey charged through the video clipping, visualized a 

unique path and journey through higher education .X Grade students found themselves and 

gathered to honor most deeply human and  timeless art form by their dance performance . Sri 

Vidyalakshmi Group of Institutions held a graduation dinner together with students and their 

families. 07th Graduation day was held successfully  at Sri Vidyalakshmi campus.  

               

14/02/2024                 

Sri Vidyalakshmi Group of Institutions observed the day Feb 14 

“Black Day”, due to the pulwama attacks in which 40 CRPF brave 

hearts were killed in one of the deadliest attacks on Indian security 

forces. School students gave heartfelt speeches. 

 
28/02/2024                                   

Sri Vidyalakshmi Group of Institutions celebrated 28th Feb to mark the 

discovery of the Raman effect. Students of Grade I to IX conducted science 

experiments, demonstrated various experiments with working models. As this 

year celebration is themed “Global wellbeing in light of India’s G20 

presidency. 

30/01/2024                             

30th January 2024 Sri Vidyalakshmi Group of Institution observed 

martyr’s day ( Shaheed Diwas in India) where the significance of day 

shared with the children of “Sri Vidyalakshmi Group of Institution. The 

day is also chosen to honor the brave martyr’s who laid their lives for 

the country. Students expressed the thoughts through speeches. The day 

held immune historical importance symbolized the spirit of sacrifice 

and the relentless struggle for Independence. Respected principal sir 

commemorated the occasion of martyr’s day. 

              GRADUATION DAY 

       BLACK DAY PULWAMA ATTACK 

     NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY 

       MARTYR’S  DAY 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 We are glad to announce the Gold Medal Winners of National level  
 Exam and very proud few students were also selected for the second level. We are very  
 proud to see their progress a head. Students are selected for 2nd level and also secured “Merit 
Certificate” from National Level SOF Exams 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

08/03/2024                                            

Hindu mythology states that “ Mahashivaratri commemorates the day that lord shiva executed the 

Tandava, the cosmic dance of creation, preservation and destruction, on this day lord shiva married 

parvathi this is believed that lord shiva blessed the whole universe with his divine power. The 

festival of Mahashivaratri a famous hindu festival was celebrated with full devotion and sancity in 

the nursery- primary and high school wing of the school. The students and teachers were filled with 

the spiritual ferrour on the occasion. Sri Vidyalakshmi Group of Institution commemorated this day 

significantly. Children from each grade made shivalinga according to the sizes assigned to each 

grade. Theme was “ Sri Vidyalakshmi “Sahasra Linga Darshana” which was really epic and 

incredible. Respected principal sir and beloved secretary mam made the day still more blissful and 

devotion with their glorious presence. Sahasra lingas were appeared incredibly at Sri Vidyalakshmi 

Group of Institution. Each grade from Montessori till IX grade chanted “ Shiva Stotras” in their 

own way. From Montessori till UKG chanted “Om Namha Shivaya”, From I,II,III AND IV chanted 

“Sujugada and shiva shiva”. From V,VI,VII chanted “ Kalabhairavashtakam” as the 

kalabhairavashtakam instructs people on how to follow the path of righteousness from the 

consequences of our sins and bad karma. It reduces the negativity and impacts of Rahu, Ketu and 

Shani doshas. By chanting it one can get relieved from long term issues and miseries of life. Grade 

VIII and IX chanted “Lingashtakam” which bestows peace of mind wards off negative thoughts at 

bay and it will bless the devotes with good health. Day ended with positive vibes witnessing Shiva 

Darshana.   

                    MAHASHIVARATRI 

   GOLD MEDALIST OF NATIONAL LEVEL SOF EXAMS 

We are delighted to share the wonderful news that one of our 

exceptional student, Vishwas N, 5th Grade has been chosen to 

represent the Indian Karate Team in the prestigious 20th 

International Okinawa Ryu Karate Open Championship Malaysia 

2024. This achievement not only reflects the dedication and skill of 

the student but also brings honour to our school. 
 



 

 
Parents play a very important role in every child’s life. We seldom 
get opportunities to thank our parents in public. 
Appreciation wishes from Management to parents are sent as a thanks giving for 
the parents that they selected our school for enrolling their ward and educating 
the students in a better way. 

“Dear Parents, we appreciate your trust you have in us that you have selected our 
school among all for enrolling your child for a better education. We extend our thankful 
wishes to you and promise that we would work harder for a better development of 
your child.” 

“VALUES–Everyone at “SRIVIDYALAKSHMI” commitsTo” 
* Being kind, honest and healthy. *Being punctual and looking smart. 
* Workhard and never giving up. *Admitting and learning from mistakes. 

* Confronting issues and being open to change. *Working together and sharing. 

Our Children have a second trusted home, “SRI VIDYALAKSHMI”and that’s why we 
feel that we must inform you that “you are appreciated and the work you do and the 
support you give to the learners and in future they will see their kids progress here 

 

Date of Result and Book Issue 
Class Date 

PN to UKG, I to IV    12/04/2024 
V to IX                         13/04/2024  

Re-opening dates for the Academic Year 2024-25                  

Class Date 

 
ADMISSION OPEN : 2024-25 

• Sri Vidyalakshmi International Public School 

Pre–Nu  rsery to Grade X (Affiliated to CBSE, N  ew Delhi

 

Grade VI to X  13/05/2024      Monday 

 Grade I to V  20/05/2024      Monday 

LKG & UKG   03/06/2024      Monday 

  
 

      Appreciation Message From “Management”     





 


